WORKING BEE 29 JUNE

Howes and me, scrambling over the rocky ground
with the Friends of Taylors Lakes team

I arrived late (surprise!) and the well-organised planting was well under way – about 7 FOOPs, another 7
or so Friends of Taylors Lakes, led by John Bradford,
on the escarpment well east of the Callitris site. A
track has been cut from the north end of the golf
course road turning sharp west to the site, where a
plastic tent and barbecue had been set up for lunch

Auger holes were dug in seconds, plants laid out,
frames held down with small rocks, and only a few
seconds work needed to finish it. We were planting
Lightwood and Tree Violet and put in about 600 for
the day, with teams bucketing water from a mobile
tank
Windy day, with green plastic triangle frames, mat
squares, mallets and an auger to quickly did holes

Terry, Neil, Claude, Robert, Nancy Peplow, Michael

At 12:30 we were called to the barbecue lunch –
burgers, bread, sauce, coffee, and a little display of
text material and photos on the planning of how the
conservation values of Sydenham Park are preserved

John has divided the plateau and escarpment into
about 14 zones and does some work on each zone
every year. Well-fed by 1:15, some went off home and
the stalwarts stayed to finish off the remaining plants
– Robert, Neil, Terry, Michael and me.

Robert Irvine down the slope – work started on the
rocky plateau near the rim, and after lunch worked
down towards the river

The soild was soft and damp from recent rain, fairly
easy to work with

A lot of Einadia covered much of the slope, in fruit,
with tiny red berries among the multitude of leaves.

Just before 2 o’clock, time was called as the two
leaders had to pack up the trailers and get them back
to the depot before lock-up time.
A good day’s work, really well organized and planned, everyone working happily together, including an
old Retriever floundering over the rocks all morning.
Much of the north-facing escarpment has now been
planted with at least a first round of seedlings and
some are flourishing despite the harsh environment.

